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YachtLink® is a comprehensive and easy-to-use software program that increases 

efficiency and reduces the workload in every department, making vessel management

easy to monitor and implement. YachtLink® has been designed with the crew in mind.

Common sense design leads you through the program with simple clicks of the

mouse and has many features to help captains, engineers, interior and deck depart-

ments to store important data and maintain a safe and efficient vessel. YachtLink®

is the only solution available that is truly cross-platform, working on both Windows

and Mac OS simultaneously. Discover the simplest and most comprehensive program

for your vessel. Discover YachtLink®.

A Complete Vessel Management Tool

• Yachtlink Manager, Electronic 

Purchasing and Data Transfers.

• Safety Management System, ISM.

• Security Management, ISPS.

• Crew & Guest Profiles.

• Planned Maintenance Scheduling.

• Vessel Maintenance.

• Engineer’s Logs.

• New Builds & Refits.

• Ship’s Stores and Inventory.

• Electronic Documentation.

• Jobs and Warranties.

New Builds & Refits
The key element of yacht management software is the essential information about

equipment, spares and a planned maintenance schedule setup prior to launch and

available for the crew. YachtLink Engineering can assist in preparing a fully docu-

mented vessel to include all equipment specifications, electronic documentation,

spare parts and all planned maintenance scheduling during the build and setup prior

to launching, immediately providing essential information for the crew. Documen-

ting a new yacht can be a time consuming job; scanning documents, taking pictures,

entering detailed information about equipment, setting up recommended planned

maintenance. YachtLink Engineering can help you prepare this and provide a fully

functioning vessel management system.

• Vessel specifications and equipment.

• Enter & store ship’s spares.

• Electronic catalog of systems & equipment.

• Setup a planned maintenance schedule.

• Store documents related to equipment, maintenance & specifications. 

Ship’s Spares & Inventory
Have the confidence that you are equipped with spare parts and supplies

needed for every voyage. With YachtLink® your crew can easily and effi-

ciently order parts by allowing electronic transferring of information to

ensure accurate orders. Enhanced features include the vessel’s as-built

drawings with corresponding storage areas to be used as a visual guide

to locate any item on board. Finding your spares is as simple as clicking

on the ship's plan.

• Keep an accurate count of spares on board.

• Inventory management for each department.

• Easily create orders and fax or email them to suppliers.

• Bar-Coding.

• Implement vessel’s as-built drawings to use as a parts locator.

• Quickly view what is stored in each storage location.

• Find items & locations quickly and instantly.



YachtLink Manager®, ordering spares and transferring information

Electronic Documentation
YachtLink® can be prepared with all documents and manuals

digitally produced to provide a complete electronic library of

all specifications and documentation for your vessel.

Be able to search for drawings and

pages in your technical manuals without

even opening a book, all information can

be accessed. While navigating through

YachtLink® you will have the ability to

not only view maintenance and spares

for your equipment, but also be able to

open pages in the manual that pertain

to what you are viewing.

YachtLink® has an easy and accurate purchasing module. You can quickly fax or email

purchase orders to your favorite supplier, send ISM and ISPS and PM documents to

your DPA or management company and Maintenance history with Warranty issues to

the builder. YachtLink Manager®, when used by you builder or supplier, can import

orders and export records to supply to the yacht virtually eliminating data entry, and

with some of the major suppliers and builders using this system, both the yacht

and the shore based companies will stay up to date with all issues on board.

• Quickly and easily email orders.

• Transfer important documents 

to shore based companies.

• Receive most updated 

record information.

• Yachtlink® can be loaded prior 

to launching with all recommended 

spares lists.

Jobs, Projects & Warranties
YachtLink® also provides a module for jobs and projects, where

you can create bid requests for repair yards, create job records

which you can send to the yards prior to a visit and schedule and

track the projects on board. The ability to send all details and

specifications on equipment helps to provide accurate quotes,

better preparation and faster completion of major projects.

The Engineer can create work orders and delegate them either

to crew, sub contractors or yard, giving him organizational control

of the complete yard period.

• Create bid requests for repair yards.

• Keep track of projects on board.

• Create jobs from maintenance logs 

for dispersing to sub-contractors.



Profiles can be kept of all crewmembers, including certificates, medical and financial

information, and uniforms. You can store information and pictures of all guests who

have been on board, for future reference.

Information about crew and guests on board are necessary, and must be handed over

to customs as requested. With Yachtlink®, all required information can be printed and

handed over to customs at the click of a button. The crew and guest profiles can hold

all personal, financial and medical information as well as qualification and safety

information about crew and guests.

Crew and Guest Profiles

• Store detailed profiles for all crew and guests.

• Customs forms with active crew and guest details.

• Crew qualification, medical and financial information.

• Guest preferences such as foods, allergies, medical conditions, hobbies etc. 

• Yachtlink® can be customized to

owner's & crew’s requirements 

including photographs and logos 

for each personalized edition.

• Complete installation by Yachtlink

Engineering could include planning,

hardware, software and training.

• Customer data preserved 

and imported.

• Multi-User licensing 

and password access levels.

• Instructional videos.

• Documenting hidden locations 

for future required maintenance.

• Daily work lists.

• Ship’s logs for underway, 

crossing & at anchor.

• Electronic signature for maintenance

and ISM requirement.

• Yachtlink Engineering can also 

provide all hardware necessary to

ensure a solid foundation for long

lasting network for the database.

• Certification by governing bodies

available upon request.

Additional Features and Options

Safety Logs

• Incidents, non conformities and corrective action.

• Crew inductions and routine fire & safety drill scheduling.

• Medical activities and emergencies.

• Monthly PM reports, audit reviews, observations and master verifications.

Safety Management, ISM
Since more demands are being put on qualifications for Yacht codes, more documentation is required to meet these demands.

Yachtlink® provides an in-depth Safety Management System for the crew to store all-important data to meet ISM and ISPS codes.

Yachtlink® tracks all inspections on safety items and stores documents relating to all safety issues, giving reminders when drills

or any safety inspections are due. Safety management is a priority and reporting all safety activities is becoming a requirement.

Yachtlink® can be configured to monitor and report on all safety items on board to

give you monthly reporting that can be used to meet the ISM code.

Security Management, ISPS
With the requirement of the ISPS code, every large vessel needs to keep all security

systems updated and report on all needed activity for these requirements. Make sure

your vessel is protected and prepared. Protect against terrorists and piracy by

complying to this code and provide all necessary documentation needed.

• Security system reporting.

• Security Equipment maintenance.

• Training.

• Drills and audits.



Planned Maintenance Scheduling
The system alerts you when specific areas of the vessel need

attention, based on hours being used, or elapsed time intervals.

These reminders can be printed and given to the crew as a work

order. Every aspect of maintenance can be effectively monitored

by the system.

Maintain or replace items before problems occur and document

the work as completed, thus ensuring the vessel stays in a healthy

and safe condition, dependable and well maintained.

• Separate maintenance logs for each department.

• Creates a complete, planned maintenance schedule.

• View reminders of records flagged for service.

• Print daily work lists for crew and sub contractors.

Vessel Maintenance
Each department is equipped with separate maintenance logs ensuring independent maintenance history. Quickly produce

reports for all planned and un-planned maintenance performed on board. Control inventory on board when spare parts are

used while tracking re-occurring problem areas.

• Separate maintenance logs for each department.

• Maintenance history reporting.

• Quick viewing of maintenance history.

Engineer’s Log
The engineer’s log is the workplace for the chief engineer.

Here he can record his daily system equipment checks,

enter machine running hours, or consumption information.

This will ensure that important vessel information is pro-

perly documented and planned maintenance scheduling is

up to date. The engineer’s log can be fully customized for

the vessel and the engineer. Vital information is updated by

YachtLink in the form of various maintenance procedures

and routines.

• Record engineer’s daily activity.

• View all maintenance activity on one screen.

• Update equipment hours and service cycles.

• Control inventory count.

• Create work lists for crew, sub Contractors and yards.
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About YachtLink Engineering
YachtLink Engineering Inc. is a company dedicated to the task of computer-

assisted documentation and vessel management. The YachtLink® Vessel Inventory

System is the corner stone of a complete integrated Vessel Management

system. We have been providing software and networking services to the yachting

industry since 1996. YachtLink Engineering Inc. works hard at providing the best

service possible to Yachts and land based companies alike. We provide the latest

technologies in many areas of the computer and yachting industries. We provide

software solutions that can run in Windows, Macintosh and Linux environments.

YachtLink Engineering Inc. provides software solutions for Yachts, Yacht Sup-

pliers, Yacht Builders, Refit Yards and Yacht Management companies. YachtLink

Engineering Inc. also provides technical consulting, whatever your needs are on

computer related issues, YachtLink Engineering Inc. will assist you in making

the right decision and provide you with the latest technologies in the yachting

market today. 

www.yachtlink.net

Services we provide

• Consulting.

• Hardware sales.

• Software sales.

• Installation.

• Training.

• Setup of communications systems.

• E-mail and web hosting.

• Global internet access.

• Custom Software development.


